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Origins
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With roots as a design consultancy, a group of automotive 

designers and aerospace engineers joined forces in search of their 

next big project. Formawerx’s founding team sought to celebrate 

what they knew best—cars. Before long, the world’s first CNC 

machined 911 keypiece was born, and found its way into the 

ignitions of many, and the hearts of even more.



Authentic

Beyond the functionality of switching on your ignition, the keypiece 

represents so much more; it is a talisman — a part of the car that 

you bring with you wherever you are. 

As a team of car designers, Formawerx uses its historied expertise 

in automotive design to study & distill the stories of the cars each 

keypiece is crafted for. Each design is an artistic expression of the 

car; a timeless design that truly honors the treasure it unlocks.
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The details are not the details.
They make the design.
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Precision
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Formawerx leverages the expert know-how of aerospace engineers 

and master watch craftsmen globally with one goal in mind: to 

adhere to the highest standards of machining & manufacturing, 

at a level never before seen in automotive keys. Just as the design 

respects the car, the engineering & craftsmanship does the same. 

Through a year long process of R&D, keypieces are subject to the 

highest levels of quality control, undergoing rigorous tests to ensure 

long-lasting usability and compatibility with the vehicle.



Functionality

To design a keypiece that meet the high standards of its users, 

Formawerx ensures functionality is not compromised by the 

superfluous. Hand ergonomics & keypiece weight are carefully 

considered and tested during the intensive development process. 

Every detail has is purpose and place, an expression of the 

durability & reliability of the keyway functionality itself.
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Meticulous design with next-level 

personalization. And for the first time 

ever, keypieces that are compatible with 

all pre-2000 vehicles.

OpenSpecTM



OpenSpecTM

The OpenSpec collection uses a house-developed system, allowing 

drivers to make a selection from a wider range of color & material 

combinations. The Formawerx technical division has ensured that 

this system is compatible for all pre-2000s automobiles, opening 

up the potential to own a Formawerx Keypiece to many more 

drivers.



PPF

*Titanium Grip with Black Core
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VTEC

*Silver Grip with Black Core
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DTM

*Black Grip with Black Core
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Legends
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The world’s automotive icons deserve a special memento. 

Vehicles that turn into legend transform into time capsules, 

carrying the memories of youth, style, & culture. Legends 

keypieces are exclusively designed for the royalty within the 

automotive world, precision-crafted to a level of attention your 

treasure deserves.



911

*Machined Silver & Matte Black
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917

*Polished Silver & Matte Silver
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Defender

*Matte Black & Machined Silver
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GTR

*Matte Silver
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FD

*Matte Black
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Land Cruiser

*Owner’s Edition & Matte Black



Homage 911

*Guards Red on Matte Silver & Gulf Blue on Matte Black



Homage Defender

*Camel Trophy Edition



Heritage Defender

*Customizable VIN Plate



Bespoke

For the most exclusive vehicles in the world, the Formawerx 

Bespoke Division is dedicated to serving those that want to push 

the limits of what a keypiece can become. Bespoke keypieces 

are an experimental proving ground that celebrates technical 

achievements through unique materials, architecture & features.
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Half11
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The 1968 Half11, a Porsche 911 prototype lost to history, has 

resurfaced through recently discovered archives. With extensive 

reconstruction, 25 cars will be hand-built to honor a forgotten 

automotive myth.

The accompanying bespoke keypiece utilizes 3D-printed Titanium, a 

Swiss-Precision Machined Grip, and at the heart of is a glass vial of 

Le Mans race-driven oil. The design celebrates the half-body, 

half-exposed architecture of the Half11 prototypes, allowing for a 

multitude of livery customizations to pay homage to the untold past.







KeyTag
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Our keypieces started by sharing the things that we, as automotive 

designers, made for ourselves. The Formawerx team would like to 

warmly introduce our simplest while charming memento yet. Our 

keytags share a fun exercise car designers like to do: Distilling icons 

to the their most pure components. Each keytag is made from 

brass & engraved with a silhouette of your choice.
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